I used to believe that Humpty Dumpty falling off the wall was accidental. However, now I know that it was a simple case of murder.

On the 5th of July 1810 Mr H Dumpty was tragically injured in a fall off Ms Contrary’s garden wall. ‘All of the King’s horses and men’s emergency medical team attempted to put Mr Dumpty together again - but were unsuccessful. The patient was admitted to the Jack Sprat Memorial Hospital in a life-threatening condition and later passed away.

A witness, Incy-Wincy Spider, claimed that Mr Dumpty had to have been pushed as the wall did not collapse at the time of his fall.

The illegal immigrant, The Big Bad Wolf, is a prime suspect as he was later found hiding at Little Red Riding Hood’s grandmother’s house, attempting to eat her. The ‘Jack and Jill’ police squad suspect that Ms Contrary and The Big Bad Wolf have a secret business trade. The Big Bad Wolf is allowed to enter Ms
Contrary’s garden at any time - as he provides the magic potion that makes Ms Contrary’s garden so beautiful.

After questioning, Incy- Wincy Spider recalled hearing a deep, harsh voice exclaiming he had a craving for bacon and eggs. The ‘Jack and Jill’ police squad suspect that when The Big Bad Wolf saw an immense-sized egg looming over the wall he jumped at the idea of pushing Humpty Dumpty off the barricade.

Later that afternoon the Three Little Pigs were reported missing by Georgie Porgie. The police squad came to the conclusion that The Big Bad Wolf had murdered Humpty Dumpty and the Three Little Pigs in a craving for bacon and eggs for breakfast.

The criminal remains at large. But where will He strike next? He might even be right behind you.